Preliminary Reading List for Part I Economics Tripos

This reading list is designed to provide information about the scope and content of Part I of the Economics Tripos at Cambridge. It aims to help potential candidates who are thinking of applying to read Economics at Cambridge, and to allow schools to advise such candidates. Directors of Studies may also find it useful to send copies of this reading list to candidates holding conditional or firm offers of admission. Books marked with an asterisk are recommended texts for the course concerned, and are therefore more advanced.

General Introduction


Paper 1: Microeconomics


Paper 2: Macroeconomics


Paper 3: Quantitative Methods in Economics

- Larson, R J and M L Marx, *An Introduction to Mathematical Statistics and its Applications* (5th edition), Pearson. This text adopts a more formal mathematical approach, and is therefore more suitable for those with Further Maths A level.
- * Goldberger, A, Introductory Econometrics* Harvard University Press. This is the recommended text for the section of the course which covers correlation and regression analysis.

Paper 4: Political and Social Aspects of Economics


**Paper 5: British Economic History**
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